
HAPINESS ESSAY

This is a short essay about happiness, written by one of our expert writers. Feel free to use it at your own discretion or
order another essay from.

As a teenager, I think cell phones were created for pure enjoyment and to make a young teen happy. Our
junior or less experienced writers require administrators' approval before they can start on the job. Each person
has a completely different view of happiness and how to achieve it. What happiness means to someone can
depend on what stage of life the person is in. Life: Happiness and Activities Essay Examination of life means
for me world exploration. Instead, this is a result of continuous and challenging work. People grasp onto the
moments in which a smile adores their face or a laugh escapes without permission. However, we recommend
to place the order for as much time as you can allow as it is not only about writing the paper but about the
researching relevant materials as well. When I think about being healthy I do not necessarily think that this
brings happiness to my life, but it really does. Pleasure visibly, spiritually, and somatically makes a person.
Extensive research, surprisingly enough, does not have definitive answers on the concept of what makes one
happy. Like such, obtaining happiness can vary people to people and it can shape what their lifelong goals and
dream are. I think that most people would agree that the purpose of life is happiness. When we are happy, it is
considered a moment of perfection, of joyfulness. I think that we give happiness different values at different
stages of our lives. The achievement of success is by accomplishing your goals with the happiness that comes
along with it. Meaning that we weren 't filthy rich, but we also weren 't poor either For example, human
wishes to have one thing and it seems that from the moment he own that thing, it will bring happiness.
However, there is not the concordant view for what is the happiness. Unfortunately, this overstated fable is far
from real. For Schopenhauer, a bearable life consists of having very low expectations. Happiness is best
determined by you, even though society will try to influence you. Most experts such as psychologists,
philosophers, even economists concerned with the definition what is the happiness. Happiness is acquired
through countless stimuli, whether they are material or emotional.


